The ISPS Data Archive

- Launched 2010
- Capture and preserve intellectual output produced by ISPS scholars
- Small, specialized research community (social science RCTs)
- Full review of the data and code
- Share data and associated research output
- Link to publications
- Open access

www.isps.yale.edu/research/data
Brief introduction to the panel

- Very short story
- Some questions raised:
  - Who decides
  - Based on what
  - Are these the right criteria
  - Links and leaks
  - Governance
- Privacy and/or Transparency
- Some current solutions
On the panel...

- Louise Corti, Associate Director at the UK Data Archive
- Jared Lyle, Director of Curation Services at the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR)
- Carl Lagoze, Associate Professor at the University Of Michigan School of Information